
At the turn  of the twenty-first century, the United States was 
trying to come to grips with a serious education crisis. The coun-
try was lagging behind its international peers, and a many-decade 
effort to erode racial disparities in school achievement had made 
little headway. Many people expected action from the federal 
government. 

George W. Bush and Barack Obama successively took up the chal-
lenge. For all their differences on how best to stimulate economic 
growth, secure the national defense, and fix the health-care conun-
drum, the two presidents shared a surprisingly common approach 
to school reform: both preferred the regulatory strategy. In 2001, 
Bush persuaded Congress to pass a new law, No Child Left Behind 

(NCLB), creating the nation’s first test-based federal regulatory re-
gime in education. When NCLB ran into trouble, Obama kept the 
tests but invented new ways of extending the top-down approach. 
Unfortunately, neither president’s program came close to closing 
racial gaps or lifting student achievement to international levels. 

The Obama administration is now packing up and heading home, 
leaving the regulatory machine in ruins. A new law, the Every Student 
Succeeds Act (ESSA), passed by an overwhelming bipartisan majority 
in Congress, has unraveled most of the federal red tape. Although the 
mandate for student testing continues, the use of the tests is now a 
state and local matter. School districts and teachers’ unions are rub-
bing their hands at the prospect of reasserting local control. 
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Post-Regulatory School Reform
With many students still at risk, choice and 

competition remain the country’s best hope.
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With districts beset by collective-bargaining 
agreements, organized special interests, and state 
requirements, choice and competition remain the 
main levers of reform. Vouchers and tax credits 
are slowly broadening their legal footing. Charter 
schools are growing in number, improving in quality, 
and beginning to pose genuine competition to public 
schools—especially within big cities. Introducing 
such competition is the best hope for American schools, because 
today’s public schools show little capacity to improve on their own.

From Jawboning to Regulation
A bit of history.  When presidents first tried to fix the schools, 
they relied strictly upon persuasion, resorting to the “bully pulpit” 
to bend the recalcitrant to their desires. Two years into the presi-
dency of Ronald Reagan, the National Commission on Excellence 
in Education issued a report, “A Nation at Risk,” highlighting the 
low and declining performance of U.S. students. The report mobi-
lized reform efforts in states and school districts across the coun-
try without any new federal regulatory framework. SAT scores, 
which had trended downward, now reversed direction. The reading 
scores of African-American 17-year-olds on the National Assess-

ment of Educational Progress (NAEP) leaped—a gain equivalent 
to roughly two to three years of learning (see figure 1). But in the 
1990s, blacks’ scores slipped backwards, leaving the racial gap in 
2012 larger than the one in 1988.

In an attempt to reverse the trend, George W. Bush tried to chan-
nel Reagan by constructing “compassionate conservative” messages 
that insisted no child be “left behind.” But his oratory inspired little 
enthusiasm among either students or educators, perhaps because 
of the close, controversial election of 2000. Expectations for Obama 
were greater. Young people, especially within the African-American 
community, had flocked to support his campaign, but the president 
gave priority to his economic stimulus and healthcare redesign, leav-
ing him with little leverage for K-12 education reform. Early in his 
tenure, Obama pointed out that “leadership tomorrow depends on 
how we educate our students today, especially in math, science, 
technology, and engineering.” Yet even that restrained language dis-
appeared as his term wore on. By the time of his final State of the 
Union address in January 2016, he had nothing to say about K–12, 
other than to mislead the public into a false sense of well-being: 
“Today, our younger students have earned the highest math and 
reading scores on record. Our high-school graduation rate has hit 
an all-time high.” The rosy proclamation obscured the fact that few 
gains had been registered and racial achievement gaps were nearly 
as wide as when he entered the White House. 

By the time the presidents vacated the bully pulpit, the bill-
fold was barely opened. The Bush administration was reluctant 
to “throw more money at the problem” of educational disparities, 
though it agreed to some additional spending as the price for se-
curing NCLB’s enactment. During Bush’s administration, federal 
expenditures edged upward from 10 percent to 11 percent of total 
spending on K-12 education (with the remainder of the costs shared 
about equally by state and local governments). When President 
Obama took office, it initially seemed that he would dramatically 
alter the federal fiscal role. With an overwhelming Democratic 
majority in Congress, he secured passage of a trillion-dollar eco-
nomic stimulus package that included more than $100 billion for 
K-12 education. The new money was to be spent over a two-year 
period, with some of it devoted to compensatory education or spe-
cial education, the rest to district priorities. Federal aid to K-12 and 
preschool education jumped from $39 billion in 2008 to a high of 
$73 billion in fiscal year 2010 (0.49 percent of Gross Domestic Prod-
uct). The following year, $66 billion in federal funding continued 
to flow. Much of the aid targeted urban districts with heavy con-
centrations of low-income and special-education populations. Lo-
cal school districts briefly enjoyed a generous flow of federal cash. 

Ironically, the federal dollars arrived before the recession-in-
duced fiscal crunch hit property-tax revenues (the principal form of 
local school financing), as it takes a year or two, sometimes longer, 
for depressed property to be assessed at its new, lower value. But 
the federal dollars had to be spent immediately, in the adminis-
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tration’s view, and local expenditures could not be reduced. As a 
result, per-pupil expenditures for current education operations 
reached a near all-time high in the recession school year of 2008-09, 
climbing (in constant dollars) to $12,302 from $10,890 in 2001-02, an 
increment of 13 percent over that seven-year period. 

The education industry hoped and expected the stimulus pack-
age would set a new floor for federal expenditure. But the 2010 elec-
tion overturned that assumption, as the newly elected Republican 
majority in the House of Representatives reduced federal funding. 
Federal aid to preschool and K-12 education dropped steadily—to 
just $41 billion in 2014 (0.24 percent of GDP): less than in the last 
year of the Bush administration. State and local governments could 
not—or would not—make up the difference. Expenditures per pu-
pil (in constant dollars) slid to $11,732 in 2011-12, the latest school 
year for which data are available, a decline of nearly 5 percent over 

that three-year period. For big cities, the cuts were much larger 
(see “Philadelphia’s Story,” above). 

Regulation to the Rescue
Short on both  rhetoric and ready cash, the presidents turned to 
regulation. The effort was bipartisan from the beginning. Putting aside 
the differences sparked by the nail-biting 2000 presidential contest, 
Senator Edward Kennedy and President Bush worked together to per-
suade their party colleagues to pass NCLB. Signed into law in January 
2002, the law required annual statewide tests in grades 3 through 8, and 
again in high school. Every state was asked to set proficiency standards 
toward which students had to make adequate progress each year until 
all students had crossed that bar in 2014. If students were not making 
the requisite progress, families would have the option of picking an-
other public school within the district. If that didn’t work, students 

Philadelphia’s Story
Philadelphia stands  as the perfect prototype of 
the broken urban school system that federal regulators 
were trying to fix. For decades the school district, beset 
by powerful unions, rampant cronyism, and bureaucrat-
ic sclerosis, has shown little capacity for self-improve-
ment. The performance of its fourth-grade students on 
the National Assessment of Educational Progress trails 
those of the national average by more 20 points in both 
math and reading—roughly two years’ worth of learn-
ing. At the eighth-grade level, Philadelphia students 
are still trailing by about 15 points in both subjects. 
Philadelphia and Chicago have similar demographics, 
but Chicago leads Philadelphia by about 14 points at 
the fourth-grade level and 8 points at the eighth-grade 
level. Since 2009, Chicago’s scores have ticked upward 
by about 10 points in each subject at the two grade lev-
els, while Philadelphia’s scores have hardly budged—
and even slipped backward in fourth-grade reading.

The Obama administration’s stimulus package in-
duced more stress than relief. Between 2003 and 2010, revenue 
available to the city’s public and charter schools increased (in 
inflation-adjusted dollars) from $12,000 per pupil to well over 
$15,000, a 25 percent increment facilitated primarily by expanded 
federal aid (see graph). The money was easily spent. Philadel-
phia’s teacher salaries rose 4 percent in 2009, 3 percent in 2010, 
and another 3 percent in 2012. With all those increases, the av-
erage teacher earned just short of $71,000, plus free healthcare 
for all family members. Teacher pensions rose by a correspond-
ing amount, the bill to be paid by the state. The average pupil/
teacher ratio declined by one student per teacher to about 16:1.

Those halcyon days ended abruptly in 2013 when the stimulus 
package dried up, while state and local revenues failed to make 
up the difference. In that year, the district received only $13,700 
per student in revenue from all sources, more than a 10 percent 
decline from 2010. Not surprisingly, teacher unions and local of-
ficials slammed the state government for failing to fill the gap the 
federal government had left behind. When schools nearly failed 
to open on time, Philadelphia mayor Michael Nutter moaned, “It 

is a sad day in public service that we find children being held on 
the railroad tracks awaiting rescue to come from somewhere.” 
Clearly, school-board officials had discovered it was easier to ex-
pand than retrench. 

Meanwhile, Philadelphia’s charter schools keep perking along. 
They receive about the same amount per pupil as district schools, 
though the district receives extra monies to serve its larger num-
ber of special-education students. The widely respected study by 
CREDO at Stanford, which takes special care to identify similar 
students in charter and district-school settings, found in 2015 that 
students in Philadelphia’s charter schools performed at a level 
that implied they had received the equivalent of an additional 43 
days in reading and math instruction each year. Not surprisingly, 
charter enrollment more than doubled between 2007 and 2013 (the 
last year for which official data are available). That is no less than 
30 percent of all public-school students in the district, an exodus 
from district-operated schools that shows little sign of slowing. 

(For a fuller account, see John Caskey and Mark Kuperberg, 
“The Philadelphia School District’s Ongoing Financial Crisis,” 
Education Next, Fall, 2014.) 
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were to have access to afterschool study programs. And if that failed, 
schools were to be reconstituted under new leadership. 

All these steps required numerous regulations. But school dis-
tricts found ways of undermining federal objectives. They institut-
ed byzantine procedures that parents had to navigate before they 
could exercise choice. Reconstitution of low-performing schools 
often consisted mostly of window dressing.

Nonetheless, NCLB did shine a spotlight on the public schools. 
If schools failed to make adequate progress, officials had to explain 
themselves to reporters, parents, and the public at large. As the 
goal was to make all students proficient by 2014, the explanations 
proliferated with each passing year. 

That utopian 2014 objective was never meant to be taken seri-
ously. NCLB, like many other federal laws, had a five-year expira-
tion date, and it was generally assumed that new legislation would 
be on the books by 2007, long before the full-proficiency deadline 
was reached. But Congress became deadlocked, so legislators sim-
ply extended NCLB from one year to the next, a necessary step 
if federal funds were to continue flowing to the states. Not until 

December 2015—eight years past the deadline for new legislation—
did Congress replace NCLB with ESSA. 

In the meantime, the absurdities in NCLB were becoming increas-
ingly apparent. With nearly every school failing to bring all students 
up to full proficiency, nearly every school was theoretically at risk 
of reconstitution. Criticisms of NCLB escalated—and many were 
justified. The definition of “failing schools,” for instance, unfairly 
picked on those serving disadvantaged students. But the critiques 
quickly degenerated into blanket attacks on all standardized tests: 
“The tide on testing is turning,” said Randi Weingarten, president 
of the American Federation of Teachers, who then called for NCLB 
revisions that would “address the root cause of test fixation.” Secre-
tary of Education Arne Duncan, averring that testing was “sucking 
the oxygen out of the room,” promised to do something about it. 

Race to the Top
Initially,  the Obama Administration attempted to sustain the 
overall policy by cutting back on most of the detailed regulations, 
even while keeping annual student testing. In what at first ap-

peared to be a brilliant maneuver, Duncan in 2009 announced “Race 
to the Top” (RttT), a competitive-grants program that had been 
authorized and funded by the trillion-dollar stimulus package. 
The money for RttT, $4 billion, was but a tidbit within the pack-
age, amounting to less than two-tenths of 1 percent of U.S. school 
expenditures. Yet the idea of a competition among states for a 
fixed sum of money captured public attention. RttT’s purpose, 
the president said, was to “incentivize excellence and spur reform 
and launch a race to the top in America’s public schools.” RttT 
encouraged applicants to propose a broad range of innovations, 
including policies akin to Common Core State Standards being 
proposed by the National Governors Association, among others. 
States were also encouraged to design plans that would evaluate 
teachers, in part on their students’ test scores. Most states entered 
the competition, and 18 states and the District of Columbia won 
awards, ranging from $17 million to $700 million—sums insignifi-
cant in themselves but highly prized for the praise received for 
winning a grant.

The competition proved so successful the U.S. Department of 
Education relied upon its framework for an even bolder policy: 
states could seek a waiver of the most onerous NCLB requirements 
by submitting alternative reform plans similar to those encouraged 
by RttT. Eventually, 43 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto 
Rico were granted such waivers, in effect gutting the federal law. 

RttT and the waiver policies it engendered must therefore be 
counted as extraordinary political successes if only because they 
allowed the Obama administration to substitute its priorities 
for those of its predecessor. But as the University of Virginia’s 
late scholar of federalism Martha Derthick, Ph.D. ’62, wrote at 
the time, waivers “undermine the rule of law,” raising “a concern 
that extends well beyond the field of education.” Secretary Dun-
can had left himself badly exposed by constructing an education 
policy on a series of questionable administrative maneuvers rather 
than a solid legislative footing. Political opposition began to rise 
against two of the waivers’ key recommendations: establishing 
higher state standards and tightening teacher evaluations. Tea 
Party activists objected to what the Heritage Foundation called 
the administration’s intent to nationalize “the content taught in 
every public school across America.” And teachers’ unions balked 
at unfair evaluations of teacher performance. “Old tests are be-
ing given, but new and different standards are being taught,” 
National Education Association president Dennis Van Roekel 
declared. “This is not ‘accountability’—it’s malpractice.” Mean-
while, student progress on NAEP tests came to a virtual stand-
still, leaving regulation with hardly a substantive leg on which 
to stand (figure 2).

Caught in the maelstrom, the administration was unable to defend 
against the enactment of ESSA, which upset nearly all the federal 
regulatory reforms of the prior 15 years. The new law requires an-
nual testing—but leaves it to the states to decide how the results 
will be used—and removes any federal role in setting standards or 
teacher evaluation requirements as well as most other regulations, 
shifting authority over schools back to states and localities. As an 
education-reform strategy, federal regulation is dead. Nor is there 
much appetite among the states for asserting new accountability 
rules. The regulated captured the regulators. If reform is to proceed 
now, it will happen because more competition is being introduced 
into the American education system. 
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Catalyzing Competition
Creating a system  of competition 
among educational providers in the hope 
that it will improve student performance is 
no easy task. The political process is bound 
to be slow, arduous, disruptive, upsetting, 
and divisive. Defenders of the status quo 
will argue that some indefinable essence 
is lost if anyone other than a government 
agency operates a school, no matter how 
segregated the homogeneous neighborhoods are that form the 
school’s attendance boundaries. Quite apart from the substantive 
debate, the politics is messy at best, disastrous at worst. The win-
ning schools are ingrates who almost always feel they deserve any 
benefits they enjoy. Losers can hardly be faulted for blaming not 
themselves but changes in the rules of the game. But the long-term 
consequences of greater competition within an industry for consum-
ers and society as a whole can be highly beneficial, as deregulation 
of the airlines and telecommunications industries has shown. Com-
parable gains have yet to appear throughout American K-12 educa-
tion, but to see how it might happen, consider the slow growth of 
choice and competition—via vouchers and charter schools—that 
has taken place during the past quarter-century. 
• Vouchers. Milton Friedman made the case for choice and competi-
tion in his seminal 1955 article on 
school vouchers, writing: 

[School choice] would 
bring a healthy increase in 
the variety of educational 
institutions available and 
in competition among 
them. Private initiative and 
enterprise would quicken 
the pace of progress in this 
area as it has in so many 
others. Government would 
serve its proper function of 
improving the operation of 
the invisible hand without 
substituting the dead hand 
of bureaucracy.

It was another 35 years before 
Wisconsin enacted a vouch-
er program for the city of Mil-
waukee. Since then, another 28 
states have legislated some kind 
of voucher program, tax credit, 
education savings account, or 
other intervention that provides 
government aid to students at-
tending private schools. None of 
these programs are at scale, how-
ever: nationwide, less than 1 per-
cent of the school-age population 
is participating. Yet careful stud-
ies show that voucher students of 
minority background, even if they 
do not perform much better on 

standardized tests than their peers in public school, are more likely 
to graduate from high school and go on to college. Apparently, pri-
vate schools seem to do better at fostering character and grit than 
academic instruction per se.

Perhaps this is why vouchers command majority backing within 
minority communities, both black and Hispanic. Whites are less 
enthusiastic: only one-third of them support income-targeted vouch-
ers, though support for and opposition to universal vouchers is more 
or less evenly divided (see sidebar on page 43). 

The strongest opposition comes from teachers and the unions that 
represent them. Al Shanker, the brilliant (if controversial) leader of 
union efforts to win collective-bargaining rights in New York City, 
denounced the idea: “Without public education, there would be 
no America as we know it,” he cried. Vouchers for the poor would 

Vouchers command majority  
backing within minority communities, 
both black and Hispanic. Whites are 
less enthusiastic: only one-third of them 
support income-targeted vouchers.
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be “merely the nose of the camel in the tent.” School boards and 
teachers themselves could not have agreed more. 
• Charters. Union opposition to vouchers was so intense that it 
opened the way for another choice reform: charter schools. When 
first enacted in Minnesota in 1989, charters appeared to be nothing 
more than a safe place for teachers to try out new ideas that public 
schools could adopt. Shanker himself initially endorsed charters, 
making it difficult for subsequent union leaders to express un-
conditional opposition. Unions nonetheless resist charter growth 
because the schools are run by nonprofit organizations rather than 
the government; they are free from many state regulations; and 
they are usually not subject to collective-bargaining agreements. 
Yet charters can claim that they are in fact public schools. They are 
authorized by a government agency (a state department of educa-
tion, state university, mayor’s office, or local school district). Their 
operating funds come primarily from government sources. Their 
educational mission is secular. When parental demand for a charter 
school exceeds available space, the school typically holds a lottery 
in order to choose impartially among the applicants. 

Charters regularly win endorsements from Democratic and Re-
publican leaders alike, and the movement has enjoyed steady, if un-
remarkable, growth. Forty-three states allow the authorization of 
charters; more than 6,000 charter schools have been established; 
and nearly three million children now attend them (figure 3). As 
their numbers grow, charters are beginning to disrupt the status 
quo more than vouchers. 

Admittedly, charter schools have had difficulty penetrating rural 
and suburban communities. There, a public school, no matter its 
quality, is perceived as a valuable community institution. In subur-
ban areas, charters often sport progressive pedagogies that yield poor 
testing performances compared to traditional public schools. More-
over, school choice already exists for those who have the resources 
and resourcefulness to live in suburbs that offer better schools. The 
affluent already have the options they need. 

A different story emerges from central cities. Big-city public 
schools are in big-time trouble, and many families send their chil-
dren to their local school more out of necessity than choice. For 
these families, the charter-school option often holds strong appeal. 
Compared to district schools, the charters are generally perceived 
to be smaller, safer, friendlier, and, more often than not, a better 
place to learn. In contrast to charters in suburban areas, central-
city charters typically embrace the “no-excuses” model of teach-
ing and learning: strict dress codes, rigorous discipline, extended 
school days and years, and high expectations for performance on 
standardized tests. Though critics complain that these schools 
are too restrictive, studies regularly reveal they are outperforming 
their traditional public-school counterparts. The charter advantage 
seems to be particularly striking for African-American students 
from low-income families. 

The charter-school movement has benefited from the spec-
tacular results achieved by the Harlem Children’s Zone Promise 
Academies, Success Academy, BASIS Schools, KIPP Schools, Un-

common Schools, and others in New York City, Boston, 
Los Angeles, New Orleans, Washington, D.C., and other 
prominent cities. Led by strong entrepreneurs, staffed by 
high-quality teachers from selective colleges, financed by 
local donors and major foundations, these institutions are 
providing rigorous instruction over an extended school 
day and year. Their ability to lift students who come 
from low-income, single-parent families to a high level 
of performance that prepares them for college has shed 
a warm glow over the entire charter-school undertak-
ing. In 16 cities, more than 25 percent of public-school 
students are enrolled in charter schools. In New Orleans, 
the percentage is no less than 79 percent; in Detroit, 51 
percent; in the District of Columbia, 43 percent; and in 
Philadelphia, 28 percent. In Los Angeles, Boston, New 
York City, Chicago, and elsewhere, enrollments would be 
much higher were the supply not artificially constrained 
by state laws limiting charter growth. According to the 
scholarly journal Education Next’s 2015 poll, supporters of 
charters outnumber opponents by a two-to-one margin, 
both among the public at large and in minority commu-
nities. However, a majority of teachers oppose the inno-
vation (see sidebar, opposite).

Will the competition between charters and standard, 
district-operated public schools intensify in the next de-
cade? Is this competition the new reform wave that will 
sweep over American education? Is there a tipping point 
at which the demand for charters will force a reconstruc-
tion of the educational system more generally? Several  
factors point in that direction:

• Many charters in urban areas are oversubscribed.
• Big-city school districts must spend a large share of 
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their budgets for employee healthcare benefits and pensions, se-
cured by expensive collective-bargaining agreements—a problem 
charters have escaped thus far.

• Charter-school parents can be mobilized in numbers when po-
litical confrontations occur.

• Student performance at charter schools is showing signs of im-
provement over time (mainly because of the closing of weak char-
ter schools).

These are straws in the wind, but it is still too soon to predict con-
fidently the degree to which choice will be introduced into American 
education during the next decade. Teachers’ unions are mobilizing 
to block charter expansion in state legislatures and through col-
lective bargaining with local districts. Nor is there much support 
for charters in suburbia, small towns, or rural America. If charters 
achieve a breakthrough, it will be in the country’s largest cities. 
Spreading out from that base will be a slow, arduous process—and 
then only if charters demonstrate that they can deliver a superior 
educational experience. 

If the future of charter schools remains uncertain, the same can-
not be said for top-down regulation. Unless teachers surprise us all 
by embracing a new curriculum generated by Common Core State 
Standards, and that curriculum motivates students to higher levels 
of performance, reforming the system from within is unlikely to suc-
ceed. If school reform is to move forward, it will occur via new forms 
of competition—whether vouchers, charters, home schooling, digital 
learning, or the transformation of district schools into decentralized, 
autonomous units. And if student testing has an impact on reform, 
it will be due to the better information parents receive about the 
amount of learning taking place at each school. The Bush-Obama 
era of reform via federal regulation has come to an end. 

Paul E. Peterson, Education Next’s senior editor, is Shattuck professor of gov-
ernment and director of the Program on Education Policy and Governance at 
the Harvard Kennedy School. This essay draws upon his article, “The End of the 
Bush-Obama Approach to Regulatory Reform,” published in the fall 2016 issue 
of Education Next. 

What the Public—and 
Teachers—Think About 
School Choice
Annually  since 2007, Education Next, a journal of opin-
ion and research about education policy, has asked a 
representative sample of U.S. adults for their opinions 
on a range of education policies. The design provides 
for a sampling of teachers and African American, His-
panic, and white adults large enough to allow for reason-
ably precise estimates of the opinions of these groups. 
Presented in the accompanying figure are the levels of 
support observed in June 2015 for three types of school 
choice: charter schools; vouchers for low-income stu-
dents; and vouchers for all students.

As can be seen, a majority of teachers are opposed to 
all three of these forms of school choice. By contrast, 
African-American, Hispanic, and white members of the 
public as a whole all favor charters by a roughly two-
to-one margin. However, blacks and Hispanics are con-
siderably more likely to favor school vouchers than are 
whites. If vouchers are targeted to low-income families, 
66 percent of African Americans and 58 percent of His-
panic adults favor them, but only 33 percent of whites 
do. If vouchers are made available to all students, white 
support increases to 41 percent with 43 percent opposed 
(the remainder taking a neutral position), but it still trails 
black and Hispanic support by a considerable margin.

(For a full discussion of the Education Next survey, see 
Michael B. Henderson, Paul E. Peterson, and Martin R. 
West, “The 2015 EdNext Poll on School Reform,” Educa-
tion Next [Winter, 2016], pages 9-20. Available online at 
educationnext.org. Paul A. Peterson served as the jour-
nal’s editor-in-chief until July 1, 2016, when Martin R. 
West, an associate professor at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education, succeeded to that post.)
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